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I am Venus Hottentot, Harriet Tubman, Madam CJ walker, Michelle Obama, yo’ momma,
grandmother, auntie, sister, cousin and your friend. Objectified, Saviors, Handling all business,
Queens, the root and the flowers of your family trees. So…

How did we go from us against the plantation master and his overseers, to black man vs. black
woman? What sense do it make? We both are the main ingredients to the life we create. In
today’s economy it takes two incomes. To get the best outcomes. We both are equipped with
the capacity to earn and contribute. “If anyone will not work, neither shall he eat.” Anyone.

It would be fun to lay around on a soft leather couch, dawned in satin, eating bon bon’s and
ordering amazon prime. But I got struggle. The green, black and blue kind. From these bills
kicking my behind from doing what was designed for a team effort. A single black woman with
kids, it’s #3 on the list of things to avoid. Right after HIV and CoronaVirus. Yet we, I press on…

While social media has birthed these relationship coaches. Oh, they come talking about how
Jesus or some dating site led them to their husband or wife or how you must be skinny,
childless, submissive and domestic to get a “high value man.” Those “branded” providers, who
clawed their way from their nerd body frames, finally getting a woman to look their way, because
they’re now paid. And then wonder why he gets played, when another King who earns less,
knows how to listen to her and not rush to spread her legs.

Hey, who am I to have an opinion about your preference? A woman with no children,
submissive, feminine, fit and friendly…Oh, you want…easy…controllable. When the real flex is
collaborative and supportive by way, of the display, of your strengths, and realness.

Can you believe there is a market of media materials that bamboozled women into now thinking
that we are to chase men for a whole relationship? At 14 I was a dream, at 25 I was living my
BEST life, at 35 the theme was hustle or die, As I saw life becoming a slim lane to continue my
marathon. Now, my age has no bearing on the wisdom I have acquired. I’ve been the same age
emotionally for 37 years, who wouldn’t be tired?

How many more of our little girls are we going to let the world mindscrew? How many more of
our little girls are we going to leave ignorant of their power? Black women have endured so
much ridicule, rejection and judgement. We are the least protected, respected and deeply loved
through action. But, by the same token, we are the cornerstone of everything trending in fashion
and beauty. We have fashioned and made it our duty. To make sure that you see and
experience our magic.

Our bodies objectified, to a point of being reduced to just flesh and orifices. Who we are is first
judged and then accepted? To have any Glory of our own, there is no reverence but that Glory



becomes entertainment. Black girls get picked apart. And when we lay emotionally dead in our
disappointments and abandonment, incubus vultures come to eat up any belief that we do hold
some type of value outside of our appearances. Every turn there is competition, a challenge, a
quest, a battle. For us to be frustrated with the fight is to be angry and disagreeable. For us to
be meek, empathic and accommodating, is to be weak and doormat zoned. Where is the middle
ground you say?

Let’s think about what we fed our minds to believe in the first place. That being single is a
disease or punishment, a 2nd, 3rd or some other placement. A princess complex of the perfect
relationship, where nappy hair and a little weight and scars doesn’t fit. The middle ground is a
clear and conscious minded woman, learned from her mistakes. She takes accountability of her
decisions and fills herself with all the love that she thought, she gave away.

A wise woman once told me, “The care you lend yourself is the care that only you can afford.”
Meaning we don’t look for care and love outside of ourselves but are ever extensions of it.
Knowing what to repel and what to take onto ourselves. Not allowing anyone to take pieces of
you. If they cannot accept and love the whole view of who you are.

I should be mad, for the experiences I had, but I’m not. The bitter taste of my life’s past was an
ingredient to balance out the ultimate sweetness of my future growth and healing.  I wasted so
much time in ignorance. And what I realized was that, when you are used to feeling distraught,
stressed, anxious, fearful, infuriated and undervalued, it becomes the only response you seek in
every relationship. I grew up without my father or a father figure, so I was attracted to
emotionally unavailable men. Becoming a pupil, only learning the wrong answers to the test.
Lessons being taught to me by my enemy within these men. So, listen closely, because I won’t
be saying it again.

Gone are the days where I needed to prove my value or beg attention to it, I wanted to change
how they saw me. It made me so crazy. It is impossible to make someone see something in you
they have no intention in knowing, nurturing or healing. Imagine the duality of having to walk the
ever- growing fault line between strength and weakness every second, in every breath. Losing
your cool, sucks you into the cracks, into the void of unbalance and unrest. Yeah… black girls,
black women, we are not easy. Yes, we are magical and otherworldly, but we are also human.
WE FEEL, we make mistakes, our history is generations of forged strength to preserve who we
are by birthright. We are DNA coded with struggles and horrors unknown by any other
species…we are not easy…we were raped, burned and eaten…we are not easy…we were
sold, farmed and humiliated…we are not easy…our minds were weaponized to leave our
men…we are not easy…we were raised to suffer abuse in silence…we are not easy…we are
the most unforgiven…we are not easy…we are offered the least healing…we are not easy…we
are infantry women on the front lines to organize and protest when the police murder our babies
and men…we are not easy…we are the natural leaders and gatekeepers of our culture…we are
not easy…we are priestess and healers…we are not easy…we are midwives and mothers…we
are not easy…we are business owners and bosses…we are not easy…we are what God
intended to help man maintain his purpose…we are not easy...we love niggas into gods…we



are not easy…we are anomalies that revolutionize and paradigms, the world follows and tries to
become…Black girls…black women…are not easy. So please excuse us if we keep it greasy
when haters attempt to place their mouths on our crowns, because they can’t touch us. To know
and to recognize, what makes a black woman, is to love her, is to shield her, is to choose her,
and is to assist her.


